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 In machine learning applications, handling missing data is often required in 

the pre-processing phase of datasets to train and test models. The class center 

missing value imputation (CCMVI) is among the best imputation literature 

methods in terms of prediction accuracy and computing cost. The main 

drawback of this method is that it is inadequate for test datasets as long as it 

uses class centers to impute incomplete instances because their classes should 

be assumed as unknown in real-world classification situations. This work aims 

to extend the CCMVI method to handle missing values of test datasets. To 

this end, we propose three techniques: the first technique combines the 

CCMVI with other literature methods, the second technique imputes 

incomplete test instances based on their nearest class center, and the third 

technique uses the mean of centers of classes. The comparison of 

classification accuracies shows that the second and third proposed techniques 

ensure accuracy close to that of the combination of CCMVI with literature 

imputation methods, namely k-nearest neighbors (KNN) and mean methods. 

Moreover, they significantly decrease the time and memory space required for 

imputing test datasets. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the last decade, machine-learning classification methods have become increasingly required and 

used in various outstanding technologies such as health care [1], social media, and recommendation systems. 

In consequence, many machine-learning-related problems have attracted the attention of a large community of 

researchers. Handling missing data is one of the most severe problems of machine-learning classification 

because it significantly affects classification accuracy [2], [3]. Although the increasing development of data 

collection and acquisition technologies, various reasons can lead to losing values in datasets like the breakdown 

of devices, power cuts, and unanswered form questions [4]. Therefore, datasets often require a preprocessing 

phase to impute the missing values before training and testing classification models. 

The intuitive way to deal with missing data is the deletion of the features or instances containing 

missing values [5]–[7]. However, this method has risks of losing important information in datasets, and it can 

significantly impact classification accuracy. Many other methods have been used and proposed in the literature 

to impute missing data for increasing classification accuracy [8], [9]. These methods can be classified into two 

principal categories; statistical-based methods, such as mean/mod and least squares (LS), and machine-

learning-based methods like k-nearest neighbors (KNN), neural networks (NN), and decision tree (DT) [10]. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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Hoque et al. [5] have compared the imputation accuracy of many machine-learning-based methods. They found 

that adaboost classifier and linear support vector machine (SVM) are better than logistic regression (LR), and 

random forest (RF). But this study has been carried out only on one dataset. Thus, these results need to be 

validated in other datasets. 

The machine-learning-based imputation methods are better than statistical methods regarding 

classification accuracy. But they are computationally expensive due to the training cost of models for each 

feature that contains missing values [11], [12]. Nevertheless, the statistical imputation methods remain widely 

used in practice, especially for massive and high-dimensional datasets when the imputation becomes very 

expensive. Two recent trends appeared for improving the classical imputation methods; hybrid methods and 

multi-imputation methods. Hybrid methods aim to optimize the trade-off between the imputation cost and the 

classification accuracy by combining the statistical and machine learning approaches [11]–[13]. Multiple 

imputation methods aim to increase the imputation’s accuracy by imputing missing values with many estimated 

values and keeping the one that achieves the best accuracy [14]. 

The class center missing values imputation (CCMVI) is among the hybrid methods that have shown 

an inexpensive imputation cost and good accuracy at the same time. It computes the center of each class, and 

then it imputes missing values of each incomplete instance based on its class center. The main drawback of the 

CCMVI method is that it is applicable just for instances of known classes, whereas that is not the case in real-

world applications of machine learning models. Consequently, the employment of the CCMVI method after 

the model deployment in real-world applications is not possible. As well, instances of test datasets should be 

assumed unknown to simulate the usage of the model in real-world applications to ensure the credibility of the 

performance evaluation results. Thus, the CCMVI method can successfully impute missing values of training 

datasets, but it is not appropriate for test datasets because classes of instances should be assumed unknown to 

employ the same imputation method that we can use after model deployment. 

In this work, we propose an imputation method (CCMVI+) that extends the CCMVI method to handle 

missing values in test datasets. On one side, we combine the CCMVI method to impute training datasets with 

statistical or machine-learning-based imputation methods, such as KNN and mean, to impute test datasets. On 

the other side, we propose two new techniques for datasets missing values imputation based on classes’ centers 

determined in the training dataset imputation. One technique, called the nearest class center method (N_CC), 

imputes the missing values of instances based on their nearest neighbor among classes’ centers. While, the 

other technique, called in this paper the class centers mean (CC-Mean), is based on the mean of classes’ centers. 

Thus, there are three possible versions of the proposed method by combining the CCMVI with the proposed 

techniques, namely CCMVI+a_literature_method, CCMVI+N_CC, and CCMVI+CC-Mean.  We evaluated the 

accuracy and the computation time of the proposed method on six datasets of different sizes, dimensionality, 

and number of classes. Thus, we compared the accuracies of state-of-art classification models trained and tested 

on datasets imputed by the proposed method. We also evaluated the computation time consumed by the 

proposed method in test datasets. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related literature and describes the 

CCMVI method, and section 3 presents the proposed method. The research method is presented in section 4. 

While, the results are presented and analyzed in section 5, and section 6 concludes the paper. 

 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

2.1.  Methods of missing values imputation 

Many works in the literature [11]–[13], [15] categorize imputation methods into two categories: 

statistical methods and machine-learning-based methods. The Mean method is considered among the simplest 

statistical method; it replaces each missing value with the average value of the corresponding feature. Other 

more advanced statistical methods have been proposed in the literature, like the expectation-maximization 

method (EM) [16], the LR method [17], and the least square method (LS) [18]. Machine-learning-based 

methods create a model for each feature that contains missing values. The feature of the missing value is 

regarded as the target of classification/regression models trained based on the remaining data. They predict 

each missing value by using the corresponding classification/regression model. Among many machine-learning-

based imputation methods, SVM, DT [19], KNN [20], and RF are the most popular in the literature [21]. 

Osman et al. [15] categorize the imputation methods into traditional and modern methods. The 

traditional methods category includes techniques of missing data deletion, and some methods of single 

imputation such as mean, hot-dock, cold-dock, and regression imputation. The modern methods category 

contains the multiple-imputation-based methods which analyze multiple imputation choices and adopt the best 

one, EM method, and machine-learning methods such as KNN [20], [22], NN [23] and DT methods [19]. 
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2.2.  CCMVI method 

The main idea behind the CCMVI method is to use the class center to impute the missing values of 

the incomplete instances, belonging to that class. This method consists of two phases. In the first phase, the 

method determines the center and the threshold of each class. To determine a class center, it calculates the 

average of the complete instances belonging to the class. On the other hand, to determine the threshold of a 

class, the method calculates the average of the distance values between the center and the other complete 

instances of the class. 

The second phase utilizes previously computed centers, thresholds, and standard deviation for 

imputing incompletes instances. It differentiates between two types: instances with only one missing value and 

instances with many missing values. For instance of the first type, if the distance d(I,C) between an instance I 

and its class center C exceeds the class threshold, the missing values of I are replaced with the corresponding 

attributes of its class center C. Otherwise, the method imputes missing values with the sum or difference of the 

corresponding center attributes and the class standard deviation. Whereas in the case of instances with multiple 

missing values, the missing values of the instance are imputed with the corresponding attributes of the class 

center if the distance between the class center and the instance exceeds the threshold. If not, the method 

generates many imputation propositions by incrementing or decrementing missing values based on the 

corresponding attributes of the standard deviation. The chosen proposition for the final imputation is the one 

that minimizes the distance between the center and the instance. 

Experiments in [11], [13] have demonstrated that The CCMVI method delivers good classification 

accuracy for numerical and mixed datasets. It outperforms other methods such as SVM and KNN. Furthermore, 

CCMVI is a fast imputation method as it calculates the center, the standard deviation, and the threshold of each 

class just once. Consequently, the imputation of a missing value requires only the identification of the 

corresponding center. 

 

 

3. PROPOSED METHOD 

The proposed method, CCMVI+, differentiates between training datasets and test datasets. It imputes 

incomplete instances of training datasets following the same approach as the CCMVI method. However, for 

imputing test datasets, we propose three different techniques that do not require the identification of the 

instance class. These techniques can also handle incomplete instances in real-world machine-learning 

applications. Thus, the CCMVI+ method consists of two parts. The first part deals with training datasets where 

the classes of instances are known, and the second part handles instances with unknown or assumed unknown 

classes, mainly test datasets and instances of real-world applications that use machine-learning models. All 

imputation methods of literature are applicable in the second part. Furthermore, we proposed two algorithms 

specifically designed for this purpose, which are described in the sub-sections bellow. Figure 1 presents a high-

level flow diagram illustrating the CCMVI+ process for imputing data for training, testing, and using machine-

learning classification models. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. High-level diagram flow of the CCMVI+ method imputing process 

 

 

3.1.  Imputation of training datasets 

The first part of CCMVI+ uses the same algorithm as the classical CCMVI method [11] to impute 

training datasets. It starts by identifying the center, the standard deviation, and the threshold of each class. To 

this end, the algorithm divides the datasets into two groups; complete data and incomplete data. Next, the 

algorithm calculates the average (Avg(i)) and the standard deviation (Std(i)) of each class i. Finally, the 

threshold of each class i is determined by computing the mean of distances between the class center (Avg(i)) 
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and the complete instances of the class. Formally, the threshold a class i is calculated by using the following 

formula: 

 

𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑(𝑖) =
1

𝑛
∑ 𝐸𝑢𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛_𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒(𝐼𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒(𝑘), 𝑎𝑣𝑔(𝑖))𝑛

𝑘=1  (1) 

 

Such as n is the number of complete instances in the class i and Icomplete(k) is the kth complete instance of class 

i. Next, the algorithm distinguishes between two cases to impute the missing values in incomplete instances of 

each class. The first case is when the instance contains just one missing value. The algorithm, in this case, 

replaces the missing jth attribute of an incomplete instance Iincomplete of class i by the jth attribute of the already 

calculated average (center) Avg(i) of class i; Iincomplete(j)= Avg(i,j). Then, if the Euclidian distance between the 

instance Iincomplete and the average of the class Avg(i) is superior to the class threshold, the algorithm 

decreases/increases the missing value by the corresponding attribute of the class standard deviation as follows: 

 

𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒  (𝑗) =  𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒  (𝑗) +  𝑠𝑡𝑑(𝑖, 𝑗) 𝑶𝒓  𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒  (𝑗) =  𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒  (𝑗) −  𝑠𝑡𝑑(𝑖, 𝑗) (2) 

 

The second case is when the instance contains more than one missing value. In this case, the algorithm 

replaces each missing attribute of the incomplete instance Iincomplete. If the Euclidean distance between the 

instance and the class center exceeds the class threshold, the algorithm increases or decreases missing values 

by using the corresponding attributes of the class standard deviation and recalculates the distance to the class 

center. Finally, the algorithm adopts the instance that minimizes the distance to the center.  

 

Algoritm 1: N_CC Imputation 

 Input: 

C: set of classes’centers 

Iincomplete : incomplete instance 

Output: 

Icomplete: complete instance 

 Begin 

1.  k=card(C) 
2.  For i=0 to card(Iincomplete) 

3.   if Iincomplete (i) is missing value then 

4.    Iincomplete(i) ← 0 
5.    Add i to the index array of missing values arr_index 

6.   end 

7.  end 
8.  dmin←∞ 

9.  For i=0 to k 

10.   C_copy=C(i) 
11.   C_copy(arr_index)=0 

12.   if Euc_distance(Iincomplete, C_copy (i))<dmin then 

13.    NN←C(i) 
14.   end 

15.  end 

16.  Icomplete = Iincomplete 
17.  For each i in arr_index 

18.   Icomplete(i)← NN(i) 

19.  end 
20. end 

 

3.2.  Imputation of test datasets 

The second part aims to impute test datasets and instances in real-world machine-learning applications 

where instances classes are unknown. We propose three techniques for this part. The first technique involves 

utilizing literature imputation methods such as KNN and Mean to impute incomplete instances. However, this 

technique may be computationally expensive, especially in the case of using accurate imputation methods for 

test datasets, because it wastes centers that are computed in the first part. 

Besides, we propose two low computational cost techniques based on previously computed centers in 

messing values imputing in the first part of the CCMVI+ method. The proposed techniques allow a significant 

reduction of the imputation cost because they deal only with pre-computed centers instead of all training data 

since they are representatives of all the complete instances of training datasets. One technique identifies the 

nearest class center, while the other computes the mean of the centers for imputing incomplete instances. 

 

3.2.1. Nearest class center technique 

The technique of N_CC imputes the missing values of an instance by using its nearest neighbor among 

the centers of classes based on Euclidian distance. The Euclidean distance computation between an incomplete 
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instance and centers requires impermanent handling of missing values. Two possible ways to handle the 

missing values before distance computation; deleting attributes of missing values or replacing the missing 

values with a constant value. The proposed technique substitutes missing values in incomplete instances and 

corresponding values in centers with zeros for computing distances (lines 4, 10, and 11 of algorithm 1), which 

is equivalent to deleting missing values attributes. 

Algorithm 1 provides the pseudocode of the proposed technique to impute an incomplete instance 

Iincomplete based on a set, C, of classes’ centers. The algorithm defines the nearest neighbor of the incomplete 

instance among the classes’ centers. To this end, it replaces the missing values with zeros and gets their indexes 

(lines 2-7). Then, it calculates the Euclidean distances between the instances and centers to identify the nearest 

neighbor (lines 9-14). Finally, the algorithm replaces the instance missing values with the values of the 

corresponding attributes of the identified nearest center (lines 16, 17, and 18). Figure 2 illustrates an example 

of using the nearest center technique for imputing an incomplete instance based on a six-dimensional and four 

classes dataset. 

 

3.2.2. Mean of classes centers technique 

The mean of CC_Mean technique is similar to the classical mean method, but it is computationally 

less expensive. Instead of the calculation of the average of all data, this proposed technique computes the mean 

based on classes’ centers. For balanced datasets, the average of classes’ centers is equal to the average of all 

instances. Formally, if a dataset contains N complete instances and Nc classes, and |class 1| ≈ |class 2| ≈…≈ 

|class Nc|, then 
1

𝑁
 ∑ 𝐼𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒(𝑖)𝑁

𝑖=1 ≈
1

𝑁𝑐
 ∑ 𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝑖)

𝑁𝑐
𝑖=1 , such as 𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝑖) is the average of the complete 

instances of class i. Usually, the sizes of classes of training datasets are relatively balanced to achieve good 

classification accuracy. Thus, one can expect that the CC_mean imputation method will achieve accuracy 

similar to those obtained by the classical mean imputation method. 

 

Algoritm 2: CC_Mean Imputation 

 Input:  

C: set of classes’centers 
Iincomplete : incomplete instance  

Output: 

Icomplete: complete instance  

 Begin 

1.  avg_centers=Average(C) 

2.  Icomplete = Iincomplete 

3.  For i=0 to card(Iincomplete)  
4.   if Iincomplete (i) is a missing value then 

5.    Icomplete (i)← avg_centers (i) 

6.   end 
7.  end 

8. end 

 

The algorithm of this method (see the pseudocode in algorithm 2) calculates the average of classes’ 

centers. Then it replaces the missing values of the incomplete instance with the corresponding attributes of the 

Mean of centers. Figure 3 illustrates an example of using the CC_Mean technique for imputing missing values. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Example of imputing a missing value by using N_CC method 
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Figure 3. Example of imputing using CC_Mean method 

 

 

4. RESEARCH METHOD 

4.1.  Datasets 

We used in the experiments six numerical datasets with different numbers of instances, features, and 

classes to evaluate the performance of the proposed imputation techniques. The classes' numbers are between 

2 and 11, the features' number ranges between 11 and 64, and the instances' number ranges between 208 and 

19020  in Table 1. The distribution of the Euclidian distance from the centroid of each dataset is presented in 

Figure. All datasets are downloaded from the University of California Irvine Machine learning repository, 

except the Texture Dataset which is downloaded from the OpenML repository [24]. 

 

 

Table 1. Datasets characteristics 
Datasets N°. of instances N°. of features N°. classes 

Sonar [25] 208 60 2 

Magic [26] 19,020 11 2 

Wall-robot-navigation [27] 5,456 25 4 
Segment [28] 2,310 19 7 

Optdigits [29] 5,620 64 10 
Texture [24] 5,500 41 11 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Distribution of Euclidean distances from centroid of experiments datasets 
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4.2.  Experimental design 

We evaluated the efficiency of the proposed imputation method by comparing of the accuracies of 

classification models on datasets imputed by using different proposed methods. We used three machine-

learning methods for classification; extreme gradient boosting (XGBOOST), KNN, and multi-layer perceptron 

(MLP) Classifier. We randomly split the used dataset into a training dataset (75%) and a test dataset (25%) for 

training and testing each model. For each dataset, the accuracy adopted in the evaluation is the average of the 

accuracies of these three classification methods. 

We performed the experiments on many missing rates of each dataset, namely 10%, 20%, 40%, and 

60%. We repeated each experiment 20 times with a random choice of missing values and random splitting of 

data. The adopted accuracy and computation time is the average of scores obtained in 20 experiences. 

We compared the classification accuracies on datasets imputed in five different ways. The first three 

methods (CCMVI+Constant, CCMVI+Mean, and CCMVI+KNN) combine the CCMVI method for training 

datasets imputing and the classical imputation techniques such as Constant, the Mean, and the KNN method 

for test datasets imputing. The remaining two methods (CCMVI+N_CC and CCMVI+CC_Mean) combine the 

CCMVI method with the proposed N_CC and CC_Mean techniques. We also compared the imputation cost of 

the proposed methods. Since the cost of training datasets imputing is the same for all used methods, the cost 

comparison is carried out only on test datasets. 

 

 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1. Evaluation of the imputation impact on the classification accuracies 

Table 2 shows the accuracy results of the proposed methods on all datasets and all missing rates. We 

can see that the CCMVI+KNN imputation gives the best average accuracy of all datasets and all missing rates. 

While the nearest the CCMVI+N_CC method gives the second-best accuracy. We can also observe that the 

CCMVI+CC_Mean average accuracy approximates that of the CCMVI+Mean. The difference between the 

average accuracy of CCMVI+Mean and that of CCMVI+CC_Mean imputation is insignificant (0.01). The 

reason is that the Mean of centers tends to approach the Mean of instances when datasets are nearly balanced, 

which is the case for the majority of datasets used in experiments. We can also notice that proposed 

CCMVI+CC_Mean and CCMVI+N_CC are best than CCMVI+constant imputation in terms of accuracy. 

 

 

Table 2. Average classification accuracies 
 Constant Mean KNN CC_Mean C_NN 

Average accuracies  0.653840 0.724957 0.791701 0.711585 0.761717 

 

 

Although the superiority of the CCMVI+KNN accuracy, the average difference between the 

CCMVI+KNN accuracy with that of the proposed CCMVI+N_CC is insignificant (0.03). The average accuracy 

of the proposed CCMVI+N_CC outperforms the CCMVI+KNN in the Optdigit dataset (see Table 3) and 

outperforms all other methods in high missing rates of Optdigit and Segment datasets. We can conclude that the 

CCMVI+N_CC method gives their best accuracies in datasets of high missing rates and high numbers of 

classes (Optidigits, Texture, and Segment). 

Figure 5 presents the accuracies averages of each method per missing rates on all datasets. For small 

missing rates (10%), CCMVI+Mean and proposed CCMVI+CC_Mean techniques give almost the same 

accuracy. Whereas the CCMVI+KNN method performs all others, the difference with the CCMVI+N_CC 

significantly decreases when we increase the missing rates (40%). Figures 6 to 11 respectively represent the 

classification accuracies on Sonar, Magic, Wall-robot navigation, Segment, Optdigit, and Texture datasets. The 

results confirm that the CCMVI+KNN method is more accurate than the other methods in the majority of cases. 

 

 
Table 3. Average classification accuracies per dataset 

 Constant Mean KNN CC_Mean N_CC 

Sonar 0.646314 0.747997 0.754679 0.746715 0.738061 

Magic 0.709407 0.728716 0.731476 0.667854 0.709911 

Wall-robot-navigation 0.635945 0.745595 0.783822 0.725406 0.691603 

Segment 0.634011 0.653085 0.771035 0.655161 0.742085 
Optdigits 0.752186 0.715801 0.798746 0.753256 0.831186 

Texture 0.581564 0.722161 0.910445 0.721118 0.857458 

 

 

https://machinelearningmastery.com/extreme-gradient-boosting-ensemble-in-python/
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5.2. Evaluation of the imputation cost 

To evaluate the computation cost of different methods used for imputing test datasets in experiments, 

we compared the computation times consumed by imputation methods. Figure 12 shows the results of 

imputation times on each dataset, and Table 4 shows the average imputation time on all datasets. The used 

missing rate of each dataset is 60%, and all imputations are carried out in the computational environment 

consisting of Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU @ 2.20GHz, 2 CPU cores, and 18GB RAM. 

 

 

  
  

Figure 5. Average accuracies per missing rate Figure 6. Classification accuracies on Sonar dataset 

 

 

  
  

Figure 7. Classification accuracies on Magic dataset Figure 8. Classification accuracies on Wall-robot 

navigation dataset 

 

 

  
  

Figure 9. Classification accuracies on segment dataset Figure 10. Classification accuracies on optdigits 

dataset 
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Figure 11. Classification accuracies on texture dataset 

 

 

 
 

Figure 12. Computation time of different imputation methods 

 

 

The constant, the Mean, and the CC_Mean methods are significantly faster than the KNN method. 

The complexity of computing the average of instances in the Mean method is O(n*m), where n is the instances 

number and m is the features number. On the other hand, the CC_Mean complexity of computing the average 

of centers is O(k*m), where k is the number of classes. Although the computation of the average by CC_Mean 

is significantly less expensive than that computed by the classical Mean, one can observe that there is no 

significant impact on the total imputation time because the computation of the average is done just once to 

impute all instances. 

In these experiments, the proposed N_CC imputation method is 20 times faster than the KNN 

imputation method. The naïve KNN algorithm requires O(n) distance computation between the incomplete 

instance and the training datasets instances. The use of data structures such as kd-tree or Ball-tree can reduce 

the complexity of the KNN imputation to approximately O(log n) distance computations [20], [22], [30]–[35]. 

While, the naïve N_CC requires only O(k) distance computations, such as k is the number of classes. 

 

 

Table 4. Average imputation time of different methods 
KNN Mean Constant CC_Mean N_CC 

4,5595 0,0009 0,0005 0,0007 0,2288 

 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this work, we proposed an extension of the CCMVI imputation method, called CCMVI+, to handle 

missing values of test datasets. The CCMVI+ method uses the classical CCMVI to impute training datasets 
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and provides three possible techniques for test datasets imputing. The first proposed technique combines the 

CCMVI with literature imputation methods for test datasets. The second technique identifies the nearest class 

center for test datasets imputing, whereas the third technique computes the Mean of classes’ centers for test 

datasets imputing. In the experiment, we compared classification accuracies of machine learning methods on 

datasets imputed by methods that use the proposed techniques, namely CCMVI+Constant, CCMVI+Mean, 

CCMVI+KNN, CCMVI+CC_Mean, and CCMVI+N_CC imputation methods. The results show that the 

combination between CCMVI and KNN outperforms the other methods and that the proposed CCMVI+N_CC 

is the second-best choice in terms of classification accuracy. The results show also that the difference between 

the proposed second technique and the combination between KNN and N_CC becomes less significant in high 

missing rates. Moreover, the difference between the proposed technique based on the Mean of classes’ centers 

(CC_Mean) and the CCMVI+Mean is highly insignificant. We also compared the computation time of the 

proposed methods. The results show that KNN is the most computationally expensive imputation method 

compared with N_CC and CC_Mean. The computation time of CC_Mean and classical Mean is approximately 

the same. Thus, the accuracy of the CCMVI+N_CC method is near to that of CCMVI+KNN, and it is 

significantly less expensive because they treat only classes’ centers instead of all datasets. The proposed 

CCMVI+N_CC and CCMVI+CC_Mean methods significantly save the prediction time and memory space 

without a high impact on the accuracy, especially for high dimensional, large, and high missing rates datasets. 
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